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Maclellan Foundation
Foundation pledges ·$5
$5 million
Strategic gift will more than triple
endowment
Rob Peck
News Co-Editor

Though the average student,
with financial aid package and
pre-registration packet in hand
may not agree, there has been a
tnay
lot of good news recently for the
academic program of Covenant
College.
A rise in tuition will make it
possible to provide some finanfinan
cial security for the college, pay
current professors more competicompeti
pro
tively, replace two retiring proprofes
fessors and hire two new professors in the Bible and philosophy
departments.
But this is just the tip of the
iceberg.
re
The Maclellan foundation recently made a matching-grant
m atching-grant
o f $5 million to Covenant
pledge of$5
college’s endowment.
for the college's
g ran t is a two-to-one
tw o -to -o n e
The grant
matching-grant. This means that
mil
the college must raise $10 million for the endowment in the
en
next 10 years to receive the enm illio n from the
tire $5 million
Maclellan foundation.
The pledge and its matching
g ran ts will
w ill more
m ore than triple
trip le
grants
Covenant’s current endowment
Covenant's
of $6,042,180.
T he $5 million
m illio n from the
The
M aclellan foundation is earear
Maclellan
under
marked to permanently underwrite the Maclellan scholarship.
inter
At 5 percent per year the interest on the $5 million endowment
will be $250,000, and this should
in
grow as fast, if not faster, than inflation.
The gift is especially important
because the current amount given
by the Maclellan foundation for
M aclellan scholarship
sch o larsh ip is
the Maclellan
fixed, and Covenant has had to
pro
increasingly subsidize the program as inflation has grown.
The other $10 million will be

added to the endowment wherwher
ever it is needed. It could possipossi
bly be used for financial aid,
building maintenance or faculty
salaries.
salaries.
According to President Frank
Brock,
B rock, "Endowment
“Endow m ent earnings
would basically make the school
less tuition-dependent and would
relieve students from having to
tuition.”
pay as much tuition."
"The
“The most
m ost important
im portant thing
about the gift,"
gift,” Brock continues,
"is
“is that it encourages others to
give in the very strategic area of
endowment.”
the school which is endowment."
If at this point you are wonder
wondering what an endowment even is,
don
' t worry, you are not alone.
don’t
alone.
An endowment includes all
assets owned by a college that are
used to earn money. This money
is usually invested in stocks and
bonds.
The principle itself is not spent.
invest
Only the income from the investment of endowment is spent. In
o f the
fact, even a small portion of
income is saved so that the real
endow
purchasing power of the endowment does not decrease.
Thus the endowment provides
col
consistent revenue for the ·college.
en
For President Brock, the enim
dowment is one of the most important issues at the college.
“Good education is expensive;
"Good
there is no way to have it any
other way. And in the long run
the only good solution to high
tuition is other sources of income
-— and endowment is the only
source that we can depend on
year.”
from year to year."
The best private colleges in
endow
America all have large endowments.
Uni
For example, Princeton Unial
versity has an endowment of almost $4 billion. This amounts to
over $600,000 per student. The
interest on the endowment alone
stu
is approximately $30,000 per student per year.
P lease see Endowment
E ndow m ent
Please
on page 12

Breaking new ground
"That's one
“That’s
small
scoop for
me.one
me, one
giant leap
for
Covenant
College.”
College."
GroundGround
breaking
ceremony
for the
Hugh O.
0.
Maclellan
Residence
Hall.
Jen Shaw

Paintball hits Covenant
D rake
John Drake

News Writer
Look out! Splat! Paintball has
hit Covenant College.
Administra
Vice President of Administration and Finance Bob Harbert
announced in chapel on March
24 that Covenant is creating a
moun
paintball program on the mountain.
The new paintball program is
inexpected to be a high-return in
vestment, particularly during the
summer conference season.
For those unfamiliar with the
game, paintball is a sophisticated
version of capture the flag. Vari
Various other objectives may be in
included, however the primary goal
“capture” or "kill"
“kill” as many
is to "capture"
shoot
opponents as possible by shootpaint, enclosed in gelatin capcap
ing paint;
sules, from a gun powered by
compressed carbon dioxide gas.
The first team to eliminate all of
its opponents, or capture the op
opponents’ flag, wins. A number of
ponents'
variations exist, so each game has
the potential to be novel.
Since the paintball program is

primarily for producing revenue
Auxiliary SerSer
from conferences,
conferences,Auxiliary
vices will maintain it. Auxiliary
Services Director Herb Politano
·services
will operate the program in the
beginning.
beginniog. A few
fe:V work/study stu
students will be trained and hired to
work as referees.
The wooded area lying behind
the grounds department and the
fire hall has been chosen for the
main playing field. Two sloped
ridges divided by a gully provide
the necessary, and rather ideal,
topography. Sand bags have been
qreate cover. In addi
addi· obtained to c;reate
tion, a large field behind High
Highlands soccer field may be used for
large games.
Paintball was chosen after
Covenant considered all available
options for the unused land.
Retirem ent homes was one
Retirement
option that had been considered,
but a project like that would re
require too large an investment up
front and would take too long
before it started producing a re
return. Paintball was the ideal soso
lution, because Covenant already
possesses the key asset necessary

for the game: a large, unused,
wooded area, with a variety of
terrain.
to pur
purCovenant also wishes _to
sue interests whereby the propprop
erty is retained. So, paintball fits
the bill perfectly.
Necessary equipment includes
guns, paintballs, and face
face and
·guns,
neck guards. Relative to other
investments, the cost for such
equipment is minimal. Having
tested two different guns, the col
college has ordered 150 sets (gun
ap
plus face and neck guard) at approximately $39,000.
The college expects to break
even on the investment during the
current fiscal year and to gross
as much as $20,000 profit the
next year. Third year profits could
be around $60,000 and eventu
eventually rise as high
h,igh as $150,000 per
year.
It won’t
won't take long to get things
going. In fact, students may be
able to take out their exam-time
fru stra tio n s at the paintball
pain tb all
frustrations
course. Plans are set to have the
program operating in April.
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Editorial
al & Letters - - - - - - - - - - - Editori
To serve or be served?
The leaders who stepped forward this week
to run for positions on our Student Senate have
the right idea. They want to serve. The point
Good's
was made most thoroughly in Josh G
ood’s
at least
candidate
every
speech, but I believe
dementioned serving the student body to some de
gree. This is the obedient response of the humble
leader as prescribed by Scripture. I am grateful
for these students who have offered their time
and emotional energy to serve the student body.
I am concerned, though, that we the students
are often way too eager to be served. Did you
vote this week for the candidates that would
serve you best -— the ones that would bring you
the hottest new bands, reform chapel to fit your
needs, reform the servanthood program to fit
your needs? Or did you vote for the candidates
seryou deemed best qualified to lead you in ser
strengthvice -— the ones that will lead you in strength
ening and improving the CAB, chapel, and
glo
servanthood programs, making them more glorifying to God?
Being a leader is tough. Being a Christian
leader is even tougher. A Christian leader must
righlead his brothers and sisters to want to seek righ

teousness, to want to serve. As a leader, one must
tolive a life that is itself consistently directed to
ward glorifying our Maker. A business leader
can effectively fine her employees for'not
for not showshow
ing up to an important meeting; but we have
slowly been realizing here at Covenant College
that attitude cannot be changed with penalties
can't fine someone for not
and policies.
policies. You can’t
having a Christian attitude.
proChanging the chapel and servanthood pro
needs
to accommodate
grams or policies to
accommodate our
our needs
as aa
do as
must do
we must
What we
anywhere. What
us anywhere.
will not get
get us
set
is
followers
and
leaders
group of
collective group
of leaders and followers is set
out to make Christ pre-eminent in all things. I
challenge our new Senate to remember who they
and sislead their
are serving and to lead
their brothers
brothers and
sis
cha]And
them.
ters to serve Jesus Christ with
with them. And II chal
yourput your
to put
not to
body not
lenge the rest of the student body
be
but to
service but
of service
end of
self on the receiving end
to be
He
life;
given us
the first to volunteer. Jesus has given
us life; He
us
has given
He has
minds; He
has given us rational minds;
given us
cCovenant College. What can you giveHim?
can you giveHim?
ovenant College.~Whaut

Character overlooked
I would like to make some
statements from an outsider’s
outsider's
point of view. I am a senior on
·point
the Ghetto and have lived there
for three years. I feel that I
might know these guys a little
Covbetter than the rest of the Cov
enant community and certainly
better than parents and donors
who have been upset over this
situation.
Let me first of all say that I
am not defending what they
did.
bedict. They will tell you way be
fore
I
will
that
they
were
wrong
ewrong
forelwillthattheywer
in what they did
did.. I1 also do not
want to make light of the reac
reacoftion to those who w
ere of
were
fended. What I am defending
is the character of these 10 men
in-
(not "boys")
“boys”) who w
ere in
were
involved in this unfortunate in
cident. (Just a side note -— the
“abduction” that you
other "abduction"
were informed of was this: a
durgirl was on our hall, not dur
ing visitation hours, throwing
water at one of the guys. When
five of us saw this, we picked
"swirly,"
her up to give her a “swirly,”
but when she started screaming,
we put her down and she left the
hall.
She did not cry for two
days;
odays;
hall.Shedidnotcryfortw
the person who mentioned this
was not being serious.)
misI feel that you made a mis
take in writing up the artic;le
article the
way you did, because those in
as well as outside the Covenant
community see the Ghetto as
nothing more than "a
“a gang of
masked males"
males” who "violently
“violently
woman ." I also
kidnapped a woman.”
feel that the story itself was
exaggerated.
What people do not see is
that the reason that m
yself and
myself

many others are at Covenant is
because of the Ghetto. When I
visited during my senior year
the-unity
unity
in high school, I loved the
of the hall, the fun they had,
and especially their love for
Jesus. They were, and still are,
seriously com
m itted ~o
to our
committed
commitwalk with Him, and commit
ted to encouraging each other
as we walk with Him. They do
not see the example that Aaron
Tolson has set for the rest of us
· as he has encouraged freshmen
throughout the year, the work
that he does with his church’s
church's
youth group, and the leader
that he has been through servserv
ing this hall with everything
everything
that he has. They did not see
some of the guys that were inin
volved lead two teenagers to
C
hrist on the beach during
Christ
spring break of this year. These
same guys also gave an alcoalco
holic a ride home, helped him
pour all of his liquor down the
•* toilet, and 24 hours later he was
in church because of their in
invitation. The ways that these
guys have had an impact on my
just
life is countless. It is not just
the big things that they do but
the everyday little things that
take place as well. God has
used these men in tremendous
ways.
I resent the fact that you have
slandered the character of these
men. As a Christian, is this the
Shouldn't
right thing to do? Shouldn’t
they have been confronted and
admonished instead of made to
somelook like criminals who some
how made their way into Cov
Covenant? I honestly pray that
edi
readers will not allow your editorial to make them think that
they know
know these men well
enough to pass judgement on
their character. They are true
men of God who simply made
a poor decision.
Sincerely,
Daniel McKinney

shocking.
Too shocking

shocked, apap
I was
alarmed, shocked,
was alarmed,
palled, and
say the
the
to say
outraged, to
and outraged,
palled,
least. How
How is
perpethe perpe
that the
it that
is it
least.
trators of such a violent crime
have been allowed to remain
at
Surely
College? Surely
Covenant College?
at Covenant
there
must
have
been
an
error
there must have been an error
in
admitting
such
thoughtless,
in admitting such thoughtless,
destructive,
dangerous
and dangerous
destructive, and
th e Covenant
young
men
to
Covenant
young men to the
community.
of their
their
nature of
The nature
community. The
actions clearly merits further
potential
investigation. Have
investigation.
Have potential
paramililinks to the rightist paramili
Geortary organizations or the Geor
ilitia been examined?
Militia
gia M
ksbeen
Havebackgroundchec
Have background checks
been
men's families
done on these men’s
to unearth possible connection
A correction
elwith radical Middle Eastern el
I am the woman who was ements? The perpetrators of
pajamas," such heinous crimes cannot be
“on
"on the hall in her pajamas,”
anyand I feel that it is my place to allowed to escape with any
thing short of pillorying, and
things._
clarify a few things.
First of all, I never screamed. hard time in a gulag seems a
I did panic a little since guys more appropriate sentence.
ichols, my point is
Nichols,
Mr. N
comin masks are really not aa com
offithis:
as
the
editor of the offi
mon sight on our hall, but I was
cial
newspaper
of
Covenant
not "forced"
“forced” into the target
beroom, and I got up from the College, I think it would be
tendenfloor where I was studying
studying hoove you to offer less tenden
only after the guys had already . tious presentations of sensitive
opened the door. I walked (not campus events. Your article
“stumbled”)
"stumbted") into the room to only exacerbates an already
prqblematic situation. Though
warn the girls when the guys problematic
told me to go in and see if they your piece is an editorial, there
panying news
accompanying
js no accom
were naked. After I woke one is
acof the girls, the guys rushed in.
in . story. As a result, the only ac
Yes, I am upset that the count of these events available
prank was carried too far and to the alumni, faculty, staff,
that a girl was hurt in the pro
pro- and supporters who glean their
don't think that [these knowledge ooff student life at
cess. I don’t
Bagguys from] the Ghetto consid
consid~ Covenant through The Bag
fac
ered
erect the implications of their pipe is one that is less than facprank. The whole idea of many tual at best, and damaging to
guys against one girl is threat
threa.t- the futures of several students
abso- at worst.
ening, but I can say with abso
Though I cannot condone
lute confidence that [these guys
the
actions of my Ghetto broth
brothfrom] the Ghetto did not come
n_o t condone
onto our hall with the intention ers (I repeat, I do not
of injuring or violating anyone. their actions), neither can I
As you stated in your editorial, give my approval to a piece of
journalism more worthy ooff
they went up there with inten
inten- journalism
ational
National
publication in the N
tions of good fun.
I speak for my hall when I Enquirer than The Bagpipe.
Sincerely yours,
do hold
say that although we do
J. Derek Halvorson
them responsible for their acac
former "Ghetto
“Ghetto boy”
boy"
tions, whatever their intentions
former Maclellan Scholar
were, Ghetto has not been nor
former Student Senate VP
enemy. However,
is now our enemy.
current financial donor
we feel that some are taking the
situation too lightly, and we
noth- News story necessary
wish to make certain that noth
ing like this happens again.
We would like to let you
people know that we appreciate the
I know that many people
outside the Covenant commu
commu- concern for the general welfare
nity read your editorial, and I of the women on campus. We
strongly feel that it is your re
re- are specifically grateful that
sponsibility to present an accu
accu- you impressed the urgency of
insti
rate picture of Covenant ColCol defining what we as an instihap- tution must tolerate in terms of
lege. As you said, what hap
pened here is not aa common
continued on next page
occurrence. I know that all will

_______ ___...
the editor_...._
Letters
Letters to
to the
editor
reThe following letters are re
sponses to the editorial entitled
farr in
“Retaliation carried too fa
"Retaliation
w
om an’s aabduction"
b d u ctio n ” in the
woman's
ofTheBagpipe.
March 21 issue o/The
Bagpipe.

agree that [these guys from]
viothe Ghetto [are] not the vio
lent, dangerous group of guys
that your editorial makes them
out to be. In the future, I hope
that you will consider both
care~
sides of this issue more care
fully.
Respectfully Yours,
Valerie Howard
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Financial aid adjusted
Reworking the system means more aid for
some, but for others it means a cut
Rachel Powell
News Writer

With a9.61
a 9.61 percent tuition increase next
return
fall, the key concern for new and returning students is financial aid.
The Board of Trustees voted to allocate
29 percent of the '97-'98
’97-’98 working budget
for financial aid. While this is a 1 percent
increase from this year’s
year's fmancial
financial aid
budget, it is 2 percent less than the actual
amount of money that went to students.
Only 28 percent of this year's
year’s working
budget was directed toward financial aid,
yet 31 percent of the budget was actually
spent on financial aid. This overspending
was due to an unexpected number of fifi
accept
nancially needy incoming students accepting their financial aid packages.
The reality is that financial aid is only
covering 29 percent of the new tuition,
including the tuition increase, students will
still be required to pay more. This year’s
year's
tuition was $5725 a semester. On average,
Covenant was providing each student
$1775 in financial aid per semester. Next
· year, tuition will be at $6275 and Covenant
will be providing students, on average,
$1825 in financial aid pper
er semester.
sem ester.
Though the amount in financial aid will
increase from this year, on average, stustu
dents will still be required to pay an addiaddi
tional $500 per semester more than this
year.
According to President Frank Brock,
Covenant increased its endowments this
“we thought we would have
year, and "we
privacy and safety in the dorms.
However, we feel that your article pre
pre-_
sented the issue in a light that unfairly disdis
credits both Covenant as an institution and
members of the men's
m en’s hall you have imim
plic;ated.
plicated. The tone of the article seemed to
carry an attitude of vindictiveness that,
ironically, approaches retaliation. While
we recognize the nature of an editorial as
a opinion-based article;
havarticle, we feel that hav
ing only an editorial, with no objective
report included in this edition to balance
balance
the opinion, was a mistake. Had there been
re
another article in which the news was reported without your opinion, the poten
potential danger to the reputation of this school
and to our fellow students could have been
securely avoided. The facts presented in
lose credibility when presented
_tthis
his story Jose
in an isolated, subjective format. In realreal
ity we do not trust the.accuracy
the accuracy of the story,
and that is frustrating because this is an
issue that should be considered soberly.
As it stands, the Ghetto in its entirety
has been accused, by virtue of
o f the fact that
you estimate a small number of them and
proceeded to identify the crime with the
whole hall. Further, Aaron Tolson has been
identified and, in our opinion, arbitrarily
slandered in your article. It seems as if
there are personal remarks being made to
Aaron that should have been made to
Aaron in person, not published for the
entire school to read and talk about. It is
equally distressing thatAaron's
that Aaron’s alleged inin
eqvally
volvement in this situation is now publipubli
cized to the PCA at large.
Our concern as to your judgement as a
journalist are actually secondary to the rere
sponsibility we share to confront our

some money coming from the endowment
to put in towards financial aid."
aid.”
The college received an endowment gift
Returns from inin
of $1 million this year. Retu~ns
vestments of this money will help genergener
ate $50,000 more in financial aid for next
year. Essentially, this -will
will be equivalent
to 1 percent more towards the 29 percent
of the working budget for next year alal
ready set asi<;le
aside for financial aid.
The effects, though, will actually still
remain as a 2 percent decrease due to the
Maclellan Scholars Program. Because of
the tu
tuition
itio n increase,
in crea se, •the
the Maclellan
M aclellan
program's budget which covers 60 percent
program’s
of tuition or 12 new Mac scholars per year
will also increase approximately $50,000,
essentially canceling out additional benben
efits of the endowment.
According tb
to President Brock, "Return“Return
concern
ing students are our first priority concerning financial aid."
aid.” He says the effects on
the financial aid changes should minimally
affect returning students.
"Unless
“Unless the student's
student’s basis for eligibileligibil
ity changes, the package shouldn't
shouldn’t go
down,"
down,” said President Brock. "We
“We are very
committed to the fact that what we do [fi[fi
we're
nancially] with entering students, we’re
committed to doing all four years. We
don't
don’t ever want to do a 'bait
‘bait and switch'
switch’
deal, giving them a big package the first
year and smaller ones the following years."
years.”
"Students
will
“ S tudents w
ill maintain
m aintain the same
sam e
amount of their package, in general, even

Please
P lease see Financial
F in a n c ia l Aid
A id ·
on page 12
brothers and sisters in Christ in a manner
fitting those who profess his name. A mat
matter such as this should be dealt with in a
spirit of Scripture-based rebuke, not perper
sonal opinion. At the time of the article,
the individuals involved had not yet been
disciplined, and your article appears to be
a premature and biased condemnation.
Again, we appreciate your concern to
raise the issue and are in agreement that
acts such as these should not continue for
o f the welfare of individuals and
the sake of
the entire school. Howe\'_er,
However, please concon
sider James'
Jam es’ understanding of wisdom
from his epistle: "But
“But the wisdom that
comes from above is first of all pure; then
peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full
sin
of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. Peacemakers who sow in peace will
reap a harvest of righteousness"
righteousness” (James
3:17-18).
Please consider this in the future as you
seek the truth in all things. Also, please
consider presenting an objective account
of the incident with full quotes from those
involved or from the disciplinary commitcommit
tee so that the school receives an unbiased
report of this incident. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Faucheux, Lisa Hood, Katie
Hohenberger and Erin Lively

-----,

U

pd a te:

According to Dean Scott Raymond, the
lOguys involved in the prank have confessed
their wrong to the disciplinary committee and
found reconciliation with the women and
their families. Disciplinary action, which went
through at least five levels of approval, is now
being taken. Dean Raymond wants to keep
the details private.

PROFile
by Kim Elliott

K rabbendam
KRABBENDAM
balances teaching
with hands-on
experience
Dr. Henry Krabbendam, otherwise known as Dr. K, grew up iQ
in the NetherNether
lands, where he did his undergraduate work. He earned the equivalent of a B.A.
, and a B.D. at Theologische Universiteit in Kampen in 1959. Then he attended
Westminster Theological Seminary in Pennsylvaria,'
Pennsylvania, where he received a Th.M.
· in Systematic Theology in 1960 and a Th.D. in Apologetics in 1968.
Krabbendam had his first pastorate in Ontario, Canada from 1960 to 1964.
Later, he served in churches in Baltimore (1965), Philadelphia (1966) and north
north. •
ern California (1968).
While he was at the church in California, he met some students from Covenant.
em
These students persuaded Covenant to invite Dr. Krabbendam for a spiritual emwas invited back to teach for
phasis week. He made an impact on the college and was
a semester while another professor was on sabbatical. The following year, 1973,
Covenant offered him a full-time position.
Old and New Testament Survey, Christian Doctrine, Apologetics and EvangeEvange
Krabbendam’s teaching when he first came to Cov
Covlism were the focus of Dr. Krabbendam's
enant.
con
In addition to teaching at Covenant, Dr. K has frequently participated in conferences and seminars throughout the U.S. concerned with evangelism, disciplepastor-at St. Elmo Presbyterian Church·
ship and missions. He also served as interim pastor
Church
in the 1970s and Eastridge Presbyterian Church in the 1980s.
"I prayed whether I should take a more
In 1983 he took a change of pace. “I
activistic role in missions or focus on my writing. Although I did some writing, I
Africa.”
chose to concentrate on hands-on mission work and evangelism in Africa."
At the end of his first pastorate God impacted Dr. Krabbendam with a deep
interest in evangelism. While in California, he developed an evangelistic ministry
and a methodology which he is still using today. His desire to see others come to
know Jesus precipitated his interest in missions and evangelism, and he says,
“My work in Uganda was a natural outflow of this."
this.”
"My
Since Dr. Krabbendam decided to focus on mission work, his summers have
been occupied with this work. Many Covenant students have joined him through
the years. His work in Africa during the summer months provides a balance to the
work he does at Covenant during the rest of the year. To Dr. Krabbendam, his
work at Covenant and in Uganda "cross-fertilize"
“cross-fertilize” each other.
“The hands-on ministry is very helpful in keeping classroom teaching fresh
"The
chal
and relevant,”
relevant," Dr. Krabbendam said. He finds teaching Bible classes to be challenging because the presence of the Holy Spirit is nec.essary
nec~ssary to get the message
across to the students. He recognizes that effective teaching is totally dependent
God.
on the grace of God.
Krabbendam does in Africa is quite different, but it still requires
The work Dr. Krabbendamdoes
God’s grace, as well as His protection
protection.. Dr. K has had many exciting experiences
God's
involving both the military and the natural environment of Africa.
He has taken trips with soldiers riding shotgun for protection.
protection. He has experiexperi
enced a severe case of food poisoning, a military coup in which much blood was
spilled, and an ambush. But he said, “The
"The Lord was our protection, and today
things have stabilized considerably."
considerably.”
Krabbendam’s
The dangers of experiencing a foreign culture did not repress Dr. Krabbendam
's
excitement to serve the people. According to Dr. K, "We're
“We’re invited to do nearly
everything”
everything" in Uganda. This includes pastors’
pastors' conferences, conferences on discipleship, as well as evangelism and health care in villages and rural areas.
K ’s time in.
in Africa involved the work of a church
One of the highlights of Dr. K's
planting team in August of 1995. After a week of evangelism, 300 people atat
tended the first church service. The next year, in the fall of 1996, 290 were bap
baptized.
Dr. Krabbendam works with the Africa Christian Training Institute, and this
reparticular ministry has grown considerably in the last few years. Dr. K has re
ceived an increasing number of invitations to minister in Uganda over the years,
so he has gradually asked more and more people to join him.
businessNow, short-term workers include students, medical personnel and business
men, in addition to pastors and elders. "People
“People are joining us from nearly all parts
world,” he said.
of the world,"
invita
Many Covenant students have traveled to Uganda in past years, and the invitation is still open for this year. "Anyone
“Anyone who wishes to join a short-term mission
team in May or July, contact Dr. K."
K.”
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Living with loaded language
asylum located in 16th century England.
“Words, words, words."
words.”
"Words,
the term builds on that abbreviaabbrevia
re-re Today, .the
Hamlet,Prince
Prince
f Denmark,in in
ofoDenmark,
-— Hamlet,
tion and refers to a scene of wild uproar
sponding to Polonius (JI,
(II, ii, 192)
confusion.
and confusion.
lan
As these examples illustrate, our language is dependent upon the context in
M yriam Jones
Myriam
which they originate.
& Josh Good
&Josh

vocabuthemselves effectively, and their vocabu
lary and everyday speech reflected it.
One reason that French and English
ob•
conversation differ is environment. In ob
serving popular culture, I often notice that
the things we fill our minds with (movies,
we've
e’ve all
TV) determine what we say. As w
out."
heard, “garbage
"garbage in, garbage out.”

timee unfolds
M eaning changes as tim
Meaning
spirit
bodies a cultural spirit
embodies
If language is made value-laden in its Language em
The context in which we learn words is
origin, it is also the case that its meaning
changes as different cultures appropriate often accompanied by a particular outlook.
Hamlet’s famous quote, in its context, c~anges
Hamlet's
example,
ple, a good
This summer, for exam
suggests that language can sometimes be new values.
Dr. Heddendorf often notes how the friend visited me from France. As we spent
Dr.·
very empty. Books are filled with nothing
obsershe made a striking obser
em time together, sh1/
but words. Students who are required to changed meaning of marriage vows emtimee I began to speak
speak
Memo bodies this idea. Though the actual words vation. Every tim
spend hours upon end in Kresge Memorial Library may be the first to agree.
a bride and groom recite have not changed French, my intonation, facial expressions
- even the character of the words I used
part”), it —
"until death do us part"),
On the other hand, words govern much (commitment “until
today's divorce rate that their -— were different. She even thought my
avail seems from today’s
of our lives. Though other means are availpersonality changed.
able, we hardly ever communicate with meaning certainly has.
I adopted French mannerisms and even
lanVeith argues that postmodernism iends
tends
anything other than written or spoken lan
appeared
more suspicious, critical and dry.
to
deconstruct
the
traditionally-established
to
guage. In that sense, language tends
speaking
French I naturally assumed
By
this
right,
is
meaning
words
he
If
entity.
embody.
function as a rather all-embracing
continu attributes characteristic of French culture.
The two of us believe that this observaobserva means that the two traditions are continuconThe way we speak is linked to the con
tion warrants an article that expresses cercer · ally coming into conflict, as value-laden .
valtext in which we learned to speak. The val
there words become used in different ways.
tain opinions about words. We shall thereues associated with that context determine
fore attempt to delve into several ways in
the values we appropriate in speaking.
Language differs in various cultures
which language is used.
Governing our thinking is the notion
When I first moved to the U.S. from
ords are
a re value-laden.
words
that language is not neutral. It is "loaded,"
“loaded,” France, I took a trip to Six Flags with the Specific w
Values undergird our most basic and
as it were, and in what follows, we intend youth group from the church I had been
everyday phrases. Even further, meaning ·
attending.
to illustrate several reasons how.
com
con often exists even within the words we comI was amazed as I listened to the convacuum.. versations of the teenagers around me. I monly use.
Language does not evolve in a vacuum
“because,” for example, asas
The word "because,"
Historical context matters. The mean
mean- could hardly understand what they were
such as "I'm
“I ’m . sumes something about reality. In general,
ing words purport to carry stems from their saying. I heard expressions suc;h
norlike,” “you’re
“rad” and it refers to the reason for our actions, nor
all," and terms like "rad"
'.'you're all,”
like,"
origins.
"how
"why" or a “how
“awesome.” It took me a while to figure . mally in response to a “why”
“Ma "awesome.''
An obvious illustration is the term "Machiavellian,” an adjective that refers to the out th~t
that these patterns of speech were simsim come”
chiavellian,"
come" question. Breaking the word apart,
cold, pragmatic style of leadership dede ply American slang.
however, clearly reveals two words: "be"
“be”
Machiavelli’s famous political
“cause.” In and of itself, the term asas
scribed in Machiavelli's
Since I had lived in France from birth and "cause."
to age 13, _I grew up in a culture where sumes a cause and effect relationship.
treatise The Prince.
“bed philosophy, art and religion were popular Were there
occurAnother such example is the noun "bedthere- no causes for various occur
lam,” which was an abbreviated name for conversation topics. French people, even rences the word would not exist.
lam,"
the Priory of St. Mary of Bethlehem, an teenagers, generally knew how to express
Not surprisingly, similar examples ex
exist in the French language. Pourquoi is a
word that is translated "why"
“why” in English.
Literally, however, it can be divided into
the two words “for
what."
"for what.”
The same idea, then, is present in this
term. The word "pourquoi"
“pourquoi” assumes "what
“what
for”
in and of itself. It presupposes aacercer
for"
make present and future Polit,ics
Politics &
A Opinion pases
pages of
o f The BagBag
to_,make
In an effort to
tain belief about cause and effect. Apart
are defined fo r your reading plea
pleafol,Jowing terms aredefi.nedforyq__tr
pipe more comprehendible, the following
from 'an
an interconnected universe the word
sure:
would cease to exist.
So values are embedded not only in our
possi
Pluralistic -— adj. The character of issues wherein multiple, or plural, possiarguments and the mannerisms associated
bilities are offered as solutions; in political discussions, often describes scenarios
with culture and language but often in
worldviews)
characteristic
views) are characteristic
(outlooks, religions, world
wherein multiple confessions (outlooks,
words themselves.
particular
·
of a society

Terms every Politics
o,iti.s.~ & Opinion
reader should
know
·lioulcl' kno

Pluralism -— n. A particular view of government endorsing the fair and equal
Pluralism
treatment of multiple groups, or tribes, from the perspective of the State
Sphere SovereigntySovereignty — n. Independent jurisdiction or authority as is embod~:
embod
ied by legitimate and divinely established institutions,.
institutions, or .spheres,
spheres, that exist in
human life
Theocracy -— p.
n. Literally, '!ule
‘rule by god’;
refers to a goveti:Jment
government (or stat~)
state)
god'; r~fern
'theocracy
claim divine sanctjqn
sanction and govern wJth
with the rule ot.God
o f God (or a god) <":
wherein rulers clijJll
Theonom y — n. Literally, 'God's
‘God’s law';
law’; refers to the political side effects of an
Theonomy-n.
OT civil law are
are
exegetical (theological) position wherein biblical criterion for QT
held binding ('(ml
(unlesssspecifically
specifically rescinded
NT)
'
.e1;1Cinded in N!)
beld

';~

-'\JJf:f{tili:~~:

R econstructionist — n. A
A Christiann who argues it.is
it is his respqpslbility
responsibility to chaichal .,
' Reconstructio
character of society and culture, particularly as it refers to
lenge the anti-Christian charactec9f
political issues
,.

.=::K ,,.
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C hapel -— Sgm~~jng
Something very
very h;.µ-d
hard t<>
to define,
define, ev:µJor
even for ~n
an admini.~tr~\\on
administration and iosti•
insti ·
<Chapel

been

tution that have been <Jebating
debating its.
its deflnition
definition for o;er
over 30
30 years "" . .
tu~on

·
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C u ltu ra l language reflects changing
changing
Cultural
values
One can also see the effects of chang
changing values in language.
"gender-inclusive" language
Recently, “gender-inclusive”
has surfaced in the US. These alterations
in language have worked in English but
.would be quite impossible, for example,
in the French language. While it is true
that French uses masculine and feminine
pronouns, it is also the case that, when
referring to a group of people, the mascu
mascuused,
"they") is used.
ifs (meaning “they”)
line pronoun ils
French people are emphatic about con
conserving their language and certainly would
not be prone to changing the entire strucstruc
ture of their language for fear of offend
offending certain individuals or outside groups.
At the same time we might consider:
lan
How far will people go in changing language? Might all other languages eventueven tu-

,.,!J~~W!
.Ji~J.:!Jl.!J~JC;~
~E..t, JJ.N.,!.li i /
and the
andthe

FRANCIS SCHAEFFER INSTITUTE
Saint Louis, Missouri

“Covenant means a
a
"Cover.,ant
great deal to me
personally.
penonally.
II am thankful for
its existence in this
day of confusion."
confusion.”
— Francis Schaeffer
--frands
1912-1984

Degree Programs:
M.A. / Th.M. / M.Div.
M.A./
M.A.C. I/ D.Min.
For more information, call

800- 264-8064
800-264-8064
Correspondence Study available

ally change their gender-neutral speech (as
America has)?
In sum, our language is indeed value
valueladen. Asking how a word means, and even
dewhether language is fully capable of de
exercise .
scribing reality, is a valuable exercise.
Our words are not somehow a-contextual. They evolved, like all other human
institutions, out of a growing and chang
changing human culture with particular values
unique to a distinct climate of opinion.
Our changing world imposes new rules
on language, and gender inclusive lan
language is a good example. However, the
trend ·is
is to change and alter language as
people feel the need. The question re
remains: Is language a fluctuating, chang
changing entity? To the extent that it is, should
the morals of a largely corrupt society be
allowed to determine it?
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The politics of Chapel

A brief analysis of the impetus of words

Spirituality as power at Covenant?
It is time for some more opinion. As
usual, this is offered for our community’s
community's
joint consideration, not as a harsh polemic.

•

gious assemblies or that we should have
devotional times as a school. This is cor
corporate Worship, supposedly something in
between what a family does and what the
Church does. When I pressed further about ·
·the issue of what constitutes Worship and
Marcus
Mininger
M arcus M
ininger
doesn't, he answered that he wasn’t
wasn't
what doesn’t,
Politics & Opinion
sure how to define things but that the
Co-Editor
Chapel committee would figure things out
as we went. In other words, Worship would
I will not attempt a deductive, air-tight be defined t~ough
through experiment or through
proof of my theories. It is up to the indiindi trial and error. In my understanding, this
vidual members ooff our body to use their is not a spiritually responsible way to ap
apown consciences in utilizing my critique. proach the idea of Worship. The regula
regulaWhen Emperor Constantine legalized tive principle, which our guiding Confes
Confesthe Christian religion in the 4th century sion states very explicitly, speaks to a dif
difA.D.,
A.D., a long relationship began between ferent sort of approach. It says that God
Christian spirituality and politics. Among regulates his own Worship.
other things, this relationship has produced
Why then, if we are unsure about what
much sticking of feet in mouths on the part Scripture prescribes about Worship in the
of ecclesiastical leaders. When the Church Chapel context, are we continuing by trial
makes decisions for political reasons, concon and error? I believe that the decision to
fusion and sometimes heresy result.
have Worship in Chapel is a political one.
The Medieval Church proclaimed that As Covenant College grows,
gro,ws, it becomes
God's existence could be and would be an increasingly political body. This is to
God’s
proven by the Church against all disbe
disbe- say that the large, public constituencies of
lievers. This was a -significantly
significantly political donors and alumni and parents, whose
thing to say: in order to rescue the Church collective power over our school far out
outfrom competing philosophies, the Church weighs that of all the administrators and
felt it had to out-philosophize the philoso
philoso- the Board, become more active in influ
influphers. However, this claim proved to be encing school policy. The people who supsup
fatal. When the Church failed to live up to port our school, as well as some key leadlead
its boastful and unbiblical claim, people ers on campus, · demand that we have
in the Church became disillusioned and C
Chapel
hapel everyday. They believe th
at
that
disbelief abounded. By over-stepping its Covenant’s
Covenant's spiritual vitality and orthodoxy
bounds out of perceived political neces
neces- directly corresponds to whether or not we
sity, the Church inadvertently encouraged have Chapel. Thus the decision to have
atheism and created confusion.
- Chapel at all is politically non-negotiable.
In more modem
modern contexts, Billy Graham
Graham And the decision to call Chapel Worship
made a similar mistake in openly endors
endors- is therefore a
a logical, practical step.
ixon’s presidential camcam 
ing Richard N
Nixon's
I believe that Chapel is being called
paign. Graham
Graham made embarrassing, egg- Worship, even though it includes any va
vaall-over-his-face comments on national riety ooff elements, because it makes it
television about N
ixon’s integrity and sound more
Nixon's
m ore official. It gives it more
strong morals in order to rally Christian weight. It makes it seem important and
support. W
hen Nixon was exposed in essential. Since the political situation deWhen
de
Watergate as a liar, the Evangelical world mands that we have Chapel, the title
ti.tie of
was scandalized and confused. By using Worship should rally the students behind
a spiritual platform to accomplish politi
politi- the idea. But inasmuch as this decision is
cal goals, Graham shamed Christianity and made for political reasons, to save Chapel,
confused Christians.
rather than out of biblical precedent and
Further examples abound. · When Pat instruction, this is eventually going to be
Robertson ran against Dukakis and Bush
Bush an egg-all-over-our-collective-face issue.
88, he said that God told him he would And it will continue to cause confusion
in ’'88;
be President of the U.S. When he was de
de- and frustration for the students on a dayfeated, the public was scoffing: “But
"But did to-day basis, because we have not told why
God tell you WHEN you would be presipresi we are really in Chapel to begin with or
dent, too?”
both these cases, spiritual
too?" In ,both
spiritual how our activities constitute Worship.
positions were taken to accomplish a po
poI challenge our community to evaluate
litical goal, not based on biblical teach
teach- whether or not we have made a spiritual
ing. And the net result was confusion.
decision for inappropriate, political rea
reaAs I sit in Chapel five days a week, this ·sons.
sons. Have we over-stepped our bounds
is what I feel —
- confusion. I am confused; because of practical, political necessity
my fellow students are confused and frusfrus (i.e., in order to rally the troops behind
behind
trated; faculty members are confused and the ailing Chapel program)? Can we even
detached. Some may say I am construct
construct- help making such political choices in our
ing a faulty analogy, that our situation here current structure? Do we really need to
is different than the situation in national misidentify
Chapel as
as Worship
in order
misidentify Chapel
Worship in
order for
for
politics. But I wonder if that is really the Chapel to be supported by the community?
case. I wonder if we are just being poor · Has calling Chapel Worship even had a
students of history and of our Confession. positive result? I am not suggesting that
Early last semester I spoke with Dr. we eliminate Chapel. But I believe it is
Graham, our chaplain who is currently on wrong to call what we are doing Worship
sabbatical, about the issue of Worship in and that our reasons for doing so are in
in- ·
chapel. He told me that at Covenant Col
Col- appropriate. These issues are vital to Cov
Covlege it is an essential part of our growth , enant. Covenant’s
Covenant's spiritual orthodoxy may
and education as a Christian academic inin very well be wrapped up in its decision
stitution that we Worship together. Notice about Chapel. M,uch
Much depends on what
that this is not to say we should have reli
reli- foundation we use for making decisions.

You may notice a theme in the articles
issue's Politics & Opinion page: a
of this issue’s
co-authored article on the implications sursur

as*

Josh Good
Politics & Opinion
Co-Editor

rounding lingual development, a sec'tion
section
devoted to defining terms often thrown
around in political discussions, and an ar
arconfrpnts head-on the definition
ticle that confronts
of worship as it pertains to Covenant Col
College and our discussion of chapel. In short,
we're running an awful lot of words about
we’re
words!
words!
But an emphasis on definitions is, in
fact, not at all new to this section of The
Bagpipe. In weeks past, I have emphasized
Bagpipe.
repeatedly the importance of defining a
political theory prior to being able to take
stances effectively on various issues in
contemporary debate, political or other
otherwise. More recently, Marcus wrote two
articles dealing with concerns pertaining
to the identity of Board members wherein
he asked, in essence: are those who sit on
Covenant's Board of Trustees generally
Covenant’s
more pastoral in nature or more academiacademi
cally-inclined? His question matters insoinso
far as the vision and inclination of those
who ultimately shape the policy of this
school reflects the defining character of
the college itself.

what's
So w
h at’s the big deal?
There are times, of course, when indi
individuals grow frustrated with those who
pay too much
attention to words. "That's
“That’s
much.attention
not really what I meant,”
meant," we often hear in
conversation, or “I
"I know I might have said
it that way, but
but you know that’s
that's what I was
trying to say.”
•
say."
While this concern can be legitimate at
times, words do matter. The precise word
wording of our ideas is important and can even
be considered a gift. Proverbs 25:11
25: 11 states
that "a
“a word aptly spoken is like apples of
gold in settings of silver.”
silver."
Especially during the college years —
and by that I suppose I mean those years
insofar as they are extra-academic in fofo
- I believe it is wise to pay close at
cus —
attention to specific words. After all, as a
man speaks, so he is.
Kara Griffith noted earlier this year the
importance of carefully reading through
corporate worship confessions that are
offered during chapel or church worship
MacDougall’s
services. And in light of Dr. MacDougall
's
recent chapel presentation on words prepre
sented exegetically (hermeneutics), it is
also important that we pay close attention
to specific words as they appear in the
Bible.

Truth
T ruth is Truth
T ruth
Trut!t is Truth
On that note, something 'was
was pointed out
to me over spring break that I believe is
edition's Politics &
worthy of print in this edition’s
Opinion page. And particularly, in iight
light of
the week we remembered two weeks ago
today (the passion week of Jesus), I think
this comment bears relevance to signifi
significant issues of the present-day concern that
dictates the reading materials which form
core courses like Global Trends and Christ
and Culture here at Covenant.
In his trial before Pilate, Christ responds
Pilate's question
questi<;m over his kingship with
to Pilate’s
the statement that, not only is he a king
"for this I came into the world, to ·
but that, “for
truth" (John 18:37).
testify to the truth”
Pilate's
interestPilate’s immediate response is interest
"What is truth?”
truth?" he asks (18:38).
ing: “What
(18:38). Not
what is the truth, as Jesus had phrased it
just moments before, but what is truth.
pointThe point
— and one which may already
be familiar (if so, my apologies)
— is that
apologies)he did not understand
understand,, or at least that he
did not embrace, what Jesus told him. In
responding as he did, he questioned not
what Jesus communicated but failed to
recognize the very idea of truth. In short,
the way he phrased his response showed
that Pilate discredited the very existence
of universal truth.
So what
w hat about words?
Specific words are important, and they
matter significantly in communicating
communicating .
thoughts.
_
In conversing with other people, it has
also been recommended to me that, par
particularly in conversations bearing difficult
or highly-emotional issues, we ask those
with whom we speak to state back what
we have just said. The idea is that if anan
other person can use his own words to
summarize an idea you have expressed, it
is likely that both parties are on the same
boat.
Embracing this method may help con
conversation move forward.
In the aforementioned case, I do not
believe Pilate could have done it. He
missed Christ's
Christ’s point altogether. Not only
could he not comprehend the earlier teach
teaching of Jesus (I am the way, the truth, the
life); he relativized the very idea of any
and all three. To Pilate, there existed no ·
Truth ooff which to speak.
So let us be mindful of words and their
precise meaning as we use them in a varivari
ety of different contexts. Let us consider
their origins and attempt to understand
those with whom we speak both on and
off campus. Doing so might just bring a
name to believers wherein we are known
more for an ability to listen effectively than
to condemn with brilliant self-justifying
logic. Perhaps it is important to seek, as
well as to “speak,”
"speak," the truth in love.
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HELP WANTED
$200-$500 WEEKLY .
Mailing phone cards. No experience
necessary. For more information send
a self-addressed stamped envelope
to: Global Communication, P.O. Box
5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly as
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary,
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings in you local area.
area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EX
TC200
EXT
C200
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n Peru still shines for Christ
After much persecutio
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for
A testimony of faith and love ·for
Covenant Break on Impact students
uni
to spread the gospel. At the nearby university in Ayacucho, Abimael Guzmon
was planning a Maoist/Marxist revolution.
Professor Guzmon began to bring up a
dia
group of education majors to study diahis
program,
From
materialism.
lectical
Travis Hutchinson
H utchinson
students would go to teach in high schools
Guest Writer
and elementary schools. These teachers
would indoctrinate the children of the
province in communism.
“revolution” began, the acts
river bottoms and thick jungles. In Lima,
While the "revolution"
businessmen and businesswomen conduct of terrorism were restrained. Communists
international trade over fax machines and soon discovered that they had an enemy
the Internet, while in Ayacucho shepherds in Evangelical Chri~tianity.
Christianity. People who
watch over their flocks and live the same had a biblical world view did not easily
delives their ancestors lived hundreds of become Communists. Communists de
years ago. There are two worlds and two bated Christians at the university. One of
the prominent Communists became concon
peoples: Spanish and Quechua.
C atholic Spanish verted through the debates. He was Jerry
When the Roman Catholic
Empire conquered the Inca nation, they Gutierrez.
After the Communists became more
imposed their religion at sword point. The
famIncas (ancestors of the Quechua) learned powerful and violent, the Gutierrez fam
the Lord's
Lord’s Prayer in Latin and were bapbap ily had to leave the country and Jerry went
to Covenant Seminary. Meanwhile, the
tized. They never heard the gospel.
C o m m u n ists had · th
pro v in ce of
thee province
Peru won its independence from Spain Communists
in a great battle near Huanta, Peru. The Ayacucho (containing Huanta) in a reign
new nation, however, was not united. of terror.
peasant’s homes
There were two groups of people: the
Terrorists would go to peasant's
Quechua speaking peasants, who were in the middle of the night and butcher the
farmers,- and the Spanish families with machetes and shoot those
shepherds and farmers,.
espe
wealthy class, who considered who tried to run. Christians were espespeaking w~althy
physical work demeaning and called the . cially frequent targets because they would
“animals.”
not join the Communists. Government
Quechua people "animals."
In the l1940s,
mis troops would be sent, but they often would
940s, when a Presbyterian misIri
sionary, Homer Emerson, was translating become confused about who the terrorists
the Bible, the Quechua world had not were and would end up killing innocent
changed much. The priests would try to peasants. Tens of thousands died in the
bum
burn Quechua Bibles and religious books, 1980s and early 1990s.
and many of the wealthy thought (and stil~
still
The Peruvian government, frustrated that
think) the Quechua were animals. But the its attempts to end the terrorism only brought
light of the gospel is a bright light, and bloodshed and international criticism, tried
peas
the message of Jesus spread like wildfire. a different approach. They armed the peasUnknown to the missionaries, a groµp
group ants to defend themselves and helped the
move'nto communities rather than
o f c21Iege
college professors were also planning Quechua moveinto
of

Peru is a land of many contrasts. Long,
tall mountains covered with cactus and
rock sweep sharply down into lush green

Travis with three of the orphan glrls.
girls.
Travis
'

-i.

cm

David Robertson

vlllage
Children play at a village
Hed balloons. The village
vlllage where Covenant students tied
overlooks the headwaters of the Amazon.
pupthe church and shared the gospel in a pup
living in isolated homes.
Sunday.
The terrorists were defeated quickly. By pet show on Sunday.
Several children and a couple of adults
1993 the leaders of the movement were in
jail and activities had almost completely made a profession of faith. Our taxi driver
raised his hand to indicate that he had
ceased.
ceased.
There was one aspect of the terrorism prayed to repent and receive Jesus as Lord.
didn't believe our
which did not fade away: orphaned chil
chil- But we knew that they didn’t
dren —
- thousands of children. Most were message just because of our testimony.
wandering homeless and without any care. They knew the testimony of the six whose
The Catholic Church began to open or
or- blood was poured out 50 feet from where
phanages, any child who would be bap
bap- we stood. There we were humbled.
We presented the gospel with the pup
puptized into the Catholic Church would be
pet show two other times. We also got to
taken in.
Jerry Gutierrez, now an MTW mission
mission- present the gospel by tying balloons. Twice
ary, was concerned that the children of we gave our testimonies. We never entered
martyrs were abandoned and forced to a church where we were not asked to speak.
· We also had a chance to work with our
convert to Catholicism. He, along with
other Christians, founded an orphanage for hands. We weeded and planted a field and
the children of martyrs: Project Nehemiah. partially renovated a church. Some of us
Project Nehemiah in Huanta has 17 chil
chil- got terrible sunburns.
The trip was wonderful. It was wonder
wonderdren. Our Break on Impact team stayed at
the orphanage with the children. We would ful because we lived with the people of
Huanta. We ate their food, sang their
have thought the children, after what they Huanta.
have seen and lost,
lost, would
hymns, kissed elderly Quechua women,
God. hymns,
\\'.Ould be bitter at God.
chil
They are not. They praise him constantly. played soccer in mud and hugged little chilreThe orphans are full of love for God and dren. The longer we stayed the more we re
each other. The testimony of their lives alized: these were our brothers and sisters.
Jerry also taught us som
ething; the
something;
ministered to us in ways that went far be
beGreat Commandment is
is. more important
yond what we did for them. ·•
The believers in Huanta testified in so than the Great Commission. Because of
many ways to the grace ooff God. One that, our relationships are more important
“If I give all that I possess
Quechua church, right above Huanta, lost than our tasks. "If
six of its men one Sunday morning. While to the poor and surrender my body to the
nothing."
the congregation was told to ·keep
keep sing
sing- flames, but have not love, I am nothing.”
anyone
to
sponsor
one of
like
would
If
ing, six of the leaders were executed by
the terrorists. We visited the graves of the the orphans and become a part of their life,
six (I took pictures of the graves to always call me at extension 1551, or write me at
remember) on Saturday and then went to box 155.
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Speak 0"U.~!
Out!
copiled by Jenna Stowe

How do you deal with "Spring
“Spring Fever"?
Fever”?
"I
“I go out in the grass, lay in the sun, and pig out on candy.”
candy."
-— Sarah Talarico
"Convertible
“Convertible ride through the countryside."
countryside.” —
- Walker White
"I
“I succumb to 'it.
it. I lay out in the sun or stay outside as long
as possible and try not to think about school work.”
Kim
work." —
- Kimberly Moore
"Dance
“Dance and sing really loudly."
loudly.” —
- Summer Ray
"Steak
'n Shake at midnight to talk to Jody.”
“Steak ‘n
Jody." —
- Matthew
Witherow
"I
“I don't
don’t get it here, because the winters are not long enough.”
enough."
-— Brian Baxter
"Last
“Last time I went to class McKeon

I can't
can’t remember."
remember.” -— Brian

"I
“I write poetry and drive and lay in the grass.”
grass." —
- Paul Ferris
"I
- Dave Fish
“I study."
study.” —
"I
“I listen to opera."
opera.” -— Matt Kickasola
“I play golf -— let out some frustration with a nine iron and
"I
a buffalo -— live or stuffed -— preferably stuffed —· for
safety’s
sake.” -Aaron
— Aaron Tolson
safety's sake."

"I
it's fall."
“I wear a jacket and pretend it’s
fall.” —- Joseph Robins

Features
What do
d-o Old English prose
and $1000 have in common?
Who would like to read about powdered
worms and red flannel? No takers? Ah, but
wait. What if I were to tell you that you
could actually study this stuff in Old EnJoseph Nichols
Editor-in-Chief
glish? Not like King James old English;
this is old Old English. Like, a different
language kind of Old English.
English ..
Well, by now you’ve
you've surely lost all in
inYou're ready to call the whole thing
terest. You’re
off. Even Dr. Sherman, the professor who
teaches the Old English class at Middle
Tennessee State University (MTSU), was
not enticed with Pat Ralston’s
Ralston's choice of
essay topic: “Powdered
"Powdered Worms and Red
Flannel: Old English Charms and Medi
Medical Recipes."
Recipes.” He thought she should write
on Old English poetry or something.
But Ralston wrote the essay anyway.
She made the best grade in the class, as a
matter of fact, and decided (at Sherman’s
Sherman's
urging) to submit it in an essay contest that
MTSU was holding for its graduate stu
students. And guess what happened? She
walked away with a pretty penny in her
pocket —
-'- a thousand greenbacks, to be
exact.
“It
"It was fun. I loved doing it. It was kind
of interesting because [the remedies and
weird," she said,
charms] were just so weird,”
somewhat bashfully, as if she could read

("She is absolutely nuts to
my thoughts (“She
get this excited about ancient literature.”).
literature.").
At· the bottom of her paper, Sherman
At
wrote, "This
“This was very interesting (and
didn't think it would be).”
frankly I didn’t
be)."
Professor Ralston is aa·graduate
graduate of Cov
Cov- ·
enant College and now teaches in the En
English department. She earned her master’s
master's
degree at UTC and is currently taking one
class each semester at MTSU in order to
get her doctorate.
Her 15-page paper dealt with the Old
English way of healing via charms and
medical recipes. Many of the recipes in
include saying
saying chants or w
clude
riting on a
writing
person's body, and these were combined
person’s
with herbal concoctions, some using up
to 50 different herbs. Most of the charms
and medical recipes were passed along
orally until someone wrote them down.
However, when they finally were written
down, they were not organized in any way
whatsoever. Ralston showed in her essay
how they could be put into four basic cat
categories. She also followed the changes in
the charms and medical recipes as the re
religious beliefs changed from pagan to a
more Christian mindset.
her$$1000
1000 prize, Ralston says she
With her
plans to send her youngest son, Noel, out
of the country. Well, OK, that’s
that's not the
exact story. She is going to England this
summer, and now she plans to take Noel
with her.

“I look at postcards that my grandfather sends me from
"I
Florida and long for home.”
home." -— Lisa Franklin
“We play campus golf and pretend we can remember cool
"We
lines from Top Gun."
Gun.” -— Kurt Halvorson and Josh Hager'
Hager

Friends of the Road

Why do friendships come and go? How does a once-bosom buddy wind up erased
erased
from your address book? Is a friendship that fades away necessarily a bad thing?
My first inkling that some friendships are meant to be fleeting came in the spring of
my senior year in college. My friendships there had been especially intense. We’d
We'd
bonded instantly and tightly, with meandering -all-hours
all-hours conversations about every
ev~ry''What will we wear tonight?”
tonight?" Once I came across a
problems to insomnia to depression to thing from the meaning of life to “What
that
seemed
to
express
perfectly
my
21-year-old
angst.
line
ang~t. It was from the novel
generalized anxiety. Burnout is evident in
Centennial:
“He
wished
he
could
ride
forever
with
these
men. But it could not be.
"He
all aspects of our being.
end,
and
companies
of
men
fall
apart.”
Trails
apart."
Taking action on stress-related problems
Of course! Some friendships are meant to be transitory. Like cowboys who had
should involve pinpointing the complicatcomplicat
“stressors,” and evaluating ridden herd together for miles, sharing dusty perils and round-the-campfire coffee, my
ing factors, or "stressors,"
the resources for handling them. One college friends and I had come to the natural end of our path together. It was time to
pres move on.
should also explore the sources of presAbsurdly obvious, the idea was comforting. It had once seemed
see.med like failure to me, to
sure, such as unrealistic expectations we .
put on ourselves to excel in too many ar
ar- build a friendship only to have it squelched by sudden distance, either physical or
eas. Looking at tendencies toward perfecperfec emotional. You move across the country and struggle to replicate daily long walks with
tionism and even addictions are important phone calls or letters. Or one of you has a baby, and the minutiae of changing diapers
frjendship into a lopsided three-legged
as we can be addicted to the very stress of transform the bicycle-built-for-two that was your friendship
stool.
And
that’s
okay.
Because
in
addition
to
our
that's
friends of the heart- the traditional,
which we complain.
idealis
rich
with
friends
of
the
road
who, like James Michener’s
everlasting
life
Michener's cow
cowSpiritually we can take a step back from
pokes,
herd
with
you
a
particular
stretch
and
no
farther.
These
brief
friendships
are
for
our lives to ask what is God's
God’s design for
equally
intense,
equally
necessary,
equally
worth
treasuring
as
any
other,
and
for
the
our lives? Is He directing us to live such
of
that
ride
you
can’t
survive
without
them.
duration
can't
excel
frantic lives? Can I be a student of excelThis aritcle was written by Paula Spencer in Aspire.
lence and a person of balance and seren
serenity? What is the Lord calling us to do or
leading us to cut out of our lives? In ex
examining all that we are doing can we say break outside either alone or with a friend,
that we are called by God and not driven? take a walk on the mountain or downtown
Summer job or longer
“human-DOing” rather than a on the Riverwalk (exercise is a great stress
Are you a "human-DOing"
L
iv e -in N
anny
LIVE-IN
NANNY
“human
BE\ng”?
"human BEing"?
reliever!), take a new route home or to
It is important to take a step back to work to get out of your regular routine.
for 8 mo. old baby
baby
evaluate where our time and energy are Try doing something nice for someone
going. To get through this semester, pri
pri- else to get a perspective on your prioripriori
orities must be set to help focus on the ties. Talking with others and laughter are
Interviews April 226,
6 .110
0 a.m.
Interviews
fo also quite helpful.
more important matters. To help you fo313
Crewdson
St.
cus, decide what is necessary to do today
To take steps to resist the well-traveled
Apt. 3 (upstairs)
versus what can wait? How can you use road to burnout or to recover from its char
char2nd street on left after Veterans Bridge
“down ring effects, see Steve Mcllvaine or Lee
your time more efficiently and have "down
time" to re-charge? Think of ways to have Ballenger in Student Assistance in Carter
time”
ring resum
e oorr references
** BBring
resume
references**
mini-vacations to refresh: take a 15-minute 256 (ext. 1474).

Addicted to STRESS?
Lee Ballenger
Counselor
How many times this week have you or
someone around you talked about being
“stressed-out”? During this crunch time of
"stressed-out"?
year for tests, papers and due dates for
projects we often experience the pressure
of too little time to do the many things we
put off all semester. Or maybe you have
tried to stay on top of assignments, but
your life feels out of control because many
areas of your life are demanding extra at
attention as the semester concludes.
th
20th
Stress is a late 20
century reality re
rein
lated to the amount of change we face individually and as a society. Our fast-paced
sup
and overloaded lives are lacking the support people formerly found in families and
neighbors. Despite the many factors we
blame for our stress, stress is not the circir
cumstance, it is our response to the cir
circumstance. How we interpret events de
determines our emotional reaction. Our ex
experience of
o f stress affects us . physically,
emotionally, mentally and spiritually, and
our attempts to manage or decrease stress
should include strategies in each of these
areas of our lives.
Adrenaline associated with deadlines
and packed schedules seems to be the fuel
that runs our engines.
~ngines. But if those motors
are never turned off or re-fueled, serious
complications may result. Such problems
range from irritability to cardiovascular

Summer job or longer

$1000/mo.
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The decline of the American film industry
“nor in past years and just ignored it by saying,
few of them seem to lead contented, "nor“Well, that's
that’s just the way Hollywood is."
is.”
mal” lives. Those who have a homelife that "Well,
mal"
is reasonably healthy, like Harrison Ford, This year, I found myself becoming more
hate the hype of Hollywood and live as and more disinterested as the night wore
far away from Tinsel Town as possible, on, and the primary reason for this was that
Lesley Monroe
M onroe
commuting in only to make their movies. the awards were going to a lot of movies I
A&E Co-Editor
and some I had never heard
Academy
Also, the Academ
y Awards always had never seen ((and
nomibeaa fault of the nomi
don't find this to be
come across as very choreographed and, of). I don’t
pre nating committee, but it is the fault of the ·
eveningwear. The program was complete therefore, very unnatural. With each preevery Hollywood industry, whose main interest
Iarge-scc1le musical numbers, memowith large-scale
memo sentation, I was acutely aware that everycoming
ing from a telete le  has become to make money, which means
rable film collages, and emotional tributes thing said was com
“casual” banter between the making "blockbusters."
“blockbusters.” If producing brainbrain
(to Mohammed Ali, to the deceased of prompter. The "casual"
less
and
tasteless comedies and trite action
and
stilted
very
as
across
1996, etc.). Billy Crystal returned as host, presenters came
audi cold. The cameo appearance by Beavis and flicks will accomplish this goal, then those
after a three-year vacation, and the audiButthead was probably the most humorhumor are the movies that appear in the theaters.
ence laughed, (sometimes genuinely but ·Butthead
p·oint of the evening.
This is why four out of the five movies
more often politely), at his jokes, and afaf ous point
But that is something I have encountered nominated for Best Picture were indepenindepen
ter an alm
ost four-hour
fo u r-h o u r pprogram
ro g ram of
of
almost
speeches and thank-yous, the celebration
of Movie Stardom was complete.
· When the last award had been given
away, and Billy Crystal sent everyone to
their billion-dollar homes, I felt a sort of
nagemptiness inside. In addition to the nag
I’d wasted my evening, it
ging idea that I'd
of the former
seemed to me that something ofthe•former
"glory"
“glory” of Hollywood was lacking. Since
childhood, I've
I’ve been an avid movie fan,
and I went through my stage of wanting
to be a star. (Didn't
(Didn’t everyone? Even Brian
Walker admitted to me his former aspiraaspira
tion to be in movies with Jodie Foster.)
At the present time, however, I believe
diminthat the allure of Hollywood has dimin
ished, because we know so much about
Billy Crystal tends to not be funny.
the lives of movie actors and actresses, and After four hours of Oscar hoopla, even BIiiy

A few weeks ago, Hollywood celebrated
its 69th annual Academy Awards presenpresen
tation. As usual, everyone was dressed in
their most expensive ((and
and often, gaudiest)

dent films (Jerry Maguire being the excep
exception). Of those movies I had seen Fargo and
heard of The English Patient and Shine, but
the fifth, Secrets and Lies, was completely
unknown to me.
Now, I do not doubt the worth of any of
these pictures, although I had never
thought of a light-hearted romantic sports
comedy as being Best Picture material.
What I am saying is that prior to this year,
which William Goldman (screenwriter
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, The
“the worst in HolHol
Princess Bride) called "the
history,” the major movie studios
lywood history,"
quality movies. Big
were producing good quality-movies.
Hollywood moguls produced all the past
five Best Picture winners: Braveheart,
List,
G um p, SSchindler's
c h in d le r ’s L
ist,
Forrest Gump,
o f the Lambs.
Unforgiven and The Silence of
These movies all succeeded commercially
as well, so Hollywood has not lost money
by making such fine films.
Unfortunately, this is not a problem that
you can take to your congressmen. And
many of us will still be arguing with local
movie theaters, so we can have our chance
·to see some of these obscure independent
Holfilms. If anything is to be done about Hol
lywood, though, the very least we could
do is to stop supporting the garbage in the
theaters, and if enough people joined this
silent protest nationwide, perhaps in the
interests of commercial success, the movie
industry would be forced to change its
ways.

Independents’ Day at the Academy Awards
Independents'
In 1992 the sounds of Nirvana came
crashing over our
sud
oilr radio waves, and suddenly, mtJsic
music was changing. What used to
be considered "Alternative"
“Alternative” music is now

H eath er Huston
H uston
Heather
Guest Writer

mainnot so much of an alternative, as it is main
st as alternative music then
just
stream. And ju
became mainstream, so might the indepenindepen
. dent film become part of the main stream,
as well.
The 69th annual Academy Awards were
especially promising this year as it voted
hands-down in favor of the independents.
This year's
year’s academy heralded the indepenindepen
dent film industry more than ever before.
Past years have celebrated blockbuster
movies, such as B
Braveheart
raveheart and Apollo 13.
The recognition ooff films such as Secrets
and Lies, Sling Blade, and Fargo is an
example of how the academy is either
changing or is experiencing what Saul
o f The English Patient)
Zaentz (producer of
“an aberration."
aberration.”
called "an
This year the Academy expanded its
voting base from 2,000 to 5,000 members,
giving way to new patterns of judging, inin
revolving more people and making the re
sults more diverse. The surprises of the
night concerned more than the success of
recogni
independent films, but also the recognition of little-known actors. Pop culture
acknowl
icons were ignored, in order to acknowledge more obscure actors. For the best
Ju liette
supporting actress category, Juliette
Binoche (The English Patient) won over
B acall (The Mirror
M irror Has Two
Lauren Bacall

Faces), making a perfect example of how
this tendency was true. Old Hollywood
beautiwas pushed aside for a young and beauti
ful, and no less than French, actress. The
old Academy would have given the award
as a sort-of lifetime achievement honor,
for someone who definitely deserves the
title. But the new Academy is following a
different set of rules.
M iller’s The Crucible was anan
Arthur Miller's
other icon from the old Hollywood sect
that did not win. It was nominated for Best
Adapted Screenplay, but the award went
instead to Billy Bob Thornton for Sling
Blade.
Blade .
tak
There were a lot of foreign actors takyear’s ceremony, moving
ing part in this year's
away from the tendency to nom
inate
nominate
Just a few examples are
American actors. Ju'st
Geoffrey Rush (Best Actor, Shine), Brenda
Marianne Jean-Baptiste (Best Supporting
Actress nominee, Secrets & Lies), and
Ralphe Fiennes (Best Actor nominee, The
·
English Patient).
win
year's .winThe English Patient was this year’s
ner for Best Picture. Previously, this type
of film would not have won, because it
was made by what an ignorant person
“no-name” actors and a "no“no
would call "no-name"
nam
e” director (Anthony Minghela).
M inghela).
name"
Minghela has only done a couple of small
films, prior to The English Patient, and
Ralphe Fiennes, Kristin Scott-Thomas,
and Juliette Binoche, though well-known
in France and Britain, are not as wellknown in America. This was true for many
of the films that won or were nominated
or were at least mentioned.
Many independent and artistic films,
of a
such as Trainspotting and Portrait of
de
Lady, did not get the credit that they deserved, because so many contributed to

getthis year’s
year's entertainment. Of course, get
ting an Oscar does not deem something
as "the
“the best,"
best,” because there are so many
films to choose from, and not everyone
can win.
The tendency of the Academy, though
always showing its appreciation for drama,
has never seemed to want to give awards
to anyone less than "well-known."
“well-known.” The
Oscars have always been thought of as an
event where the Hollywood sector gives
itself a pat on the back. This year directly
contradicted this tendency and bravely
applauded the independent film, which is
a fresh reminder of what the film genre
should be: art.
But one fact still remains, even though
more independent films are being made
and shown. The studios will continue to
make huge blockbuster films, because they
must make a profit, after all. The indepenindepen
year's ceremonies will now
dents of this year’s
get bigger offers to make more movies.
They will also be able to get the support
for films they have wanted to make but
did not have the money available before.
indepen
This will continue to push the independent film industry toward a mainstream
acceptance.
Whether or not the rise of the indepenindepen
dents is a fleeting trend or a permanent
year's Academies will still
movement, this year’s
be considered a major event. The emeremer
gence of the independents may not be a
ocpermanent phenomenon, and once it oc
“Independent” will
curs, what we call "Independent"
never be the same.
But it was nice this year to be able to
“art” in the same sentence
put the word "art"
“Oscar.” So for 1997 at least, we can
with "Oscar."
call the Academy Awards a success and
mean it.

McKay’s has
McKay's
blown-up!
I was pleasantly surprised to find out
that my favorite used CD and book store
has blown up. Now, when I say "blown“blown-

C arp en ter
Cory Carpenter
A&E Co-Editor

up,” I mean, "BLOWN-UP."
“BLOWN-UP.” They have
up,"
moved their store, and the new one is 10
Don’t
to 20 times larger than the old store. Don't
didn’t move far. In fact, they
get upset, they didn't
moved about 200 yards down the road.
They are now located on the other side of
Circuit City, that is if you are coming from
the highway. Do you remember walking
sur
into the old store and seeing all of the surceil
plus CDs and books piled up to the ceilw on’t see anything but steel
ing? You won't
accommobeams in this new building. It accommo
dates all the merchandise, and then some!
Go check it out and see what I mean. But
make sure you give yourself a time slot
10 to 20 times larger than you used to.
Happy browsing, listening and reading.
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Burto n
★HOLLYWOOD
PROFILED
ILE* Tim Burton
LYW OOD PROF
*HOL
One dismal, turbulent night in August,
mea1958, as the wind howled about the mea
ger California cabin, an alarming event
Lesley Monroe
A&E Co-Editor
occurred that would change the course of
history: Tim Burton was born.
In any case, that might be the way he
would tell it. Burton is the amazing, and
rather Gothic, talent behind such pictures
as Batman, Edward Scissorhands and The
Nightmare Before Christmas. His credits
include directing, screenwriting, producproduc
act
ing, production designing, and even acting (a small part in Singles), but whatever
role he takes in the production of a film,
his influence is always evident.
A fan of horror films (and cemeteries)
since childhood, Burton became involved
tal
in the cinema because of his drawing talent. He attended the California Institute
of the Arts and was awarded a fellowship
by Disney. His first movie credit was as
an animator for The Fox and the Hound,
and by continuing to draw for Disney,
Burton was able to work on projects that
were more his style.
Burton’s first "film"
“film” was Vincent, a sixBurton's
m inute animated
anim ated tribute to his hero,
minute
Burton’s second project the
Vincent Price. Burton's
short,
27 -m in u te
life -a c tio n
sho rt,
life-action
27-minute
beFrankenweenie, was never released be
cause it was regarded as unsuitable for
children, but Paul Reubens, better known
as Pee-Wee Herman, saw it and asked
’s Big Adventure.
Burton to direct Pee-wee 's
Because of the surprise success of PeeWee’s
's motion picture debut, Burton was
Wee
en tru sted w
ith Beetlejuice
B e e tle ju ic e and then
with
entrusted
mov
Batman, one of the highest grossing movies of all time.

powerBatman established Burton as a power
there
ful force in Hollywood, and he was therefore able to create Edward Scissorhands,
produced.
which he wrote, directed, and produced.
This film established Burton's
Burton’s style, with
meetits colorful presentation of Suburbia meet
ing a Gothic-freak-of-nature.
Gothic-freak-of-nature. Also, the
hauntingly beautiful score by Danny
Elfman, who has worked with Burton on
a number of films, carries the emotions of
trithe audience through Edward's
Edward’s many tri
als. With Scissorhands, Burton managed
modem, yet timeless, fairy tale.
to create a modern,
Bur
After the success of Scissorhands, Burton was entrusted with Batman Returns
(and eventually Batman Forever), but his
next truly original picture was The NightNight
mare Before Christmas, which he based
on his satirical poem. Nightmare was the
first feature-length claymation film ever
produced by Disney, and although at a first
look it seems rather grim, Burton once
again created a strangely heart-warming
tale. (I've
(I’ve looked on Halloween a bit kinder
since seeing the film.)
enorDespite, or perhaps because of, his enor
pea pe
experienced
mous success, Burton
riod of depression (just try to imagine how
hard it would be to live with that kind of
mind). A very shy person, he found it difdif
ficult to live in the public eye, with the
media hounding him right and left.
Not to sound corny, but falling in love
truly turned Burton's
Burton’s life around. In 1992,
arie (Vampira from Ed
Marie
he met Lisa M
Wood, Martian in Mars Attacks), and as
o f over four years, she
his girlfriend of
suphelped, with her encouragement and sup
port, to bring him out of his creative slump.
· Currently, Burton is working on the
third Batman sequel, Batman and Robin.
There have also been talks about making
a sequel to Beetlejuice, but no scripts have .

ts •. .• .•
C.O.A.L.
presents
.L. presen
C.O.A

edward

5<]550RHAND5

Is proof.
Sclssorhands is
Burton’s mind Is
being’s. Edward
EdwardSclssortiands
unllke the average being's.
Is quite unlike
Burton's
been accepted to date. In the meantime,
perhaps the best way to learn more about
this unique man would be from his own
Burpen. His autobiography, Burton on Bur

ton, sheds a lot of light on this individual ·
whose personality comes across as a sort
of a horrific mystery of its own.
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Terrie Petrella
Hi there! It's
It’s me again. Remember the
last (real) Bagpipe when I introduced this
new series? Well, II'm
’m back to share a tale

"•"***

■
•

'■

V V'

Cory Carpenter
A&E Co-Editor

A ...

andd expose another
of high adventure an·
Covenant talent. I would like you guys to
meet Terrie Petrella. She’s
She's a freshman and
was cool enough to talk to me even after I
woke her from a nice nap. (Sorry about
that Terrie, my timing is usually bad.)
Terrie’s talent when-a
when a friend
I discovered Terrie's
mentioned to me that Terrie was drawing
a tattoo for him. I have a tattoo, and I know
how meticulous I was when I chose the
yself, "He
“He (my
myself,
design. So I said to m
doesn’t want a crappy
friend) probably doesn't
tattoo on his body for the rest of his life,
so Terrie must be pretty darn good."
Anyway! I spoke with Terrie on the
phone a little bit about her drawing. She
started seriously drawing when she was in

the ninth grade, and she has
taken classes since then. She
mainly does pencil drawdraw
ings; but when she does
it’s with watercolor.
paint, it's
“I like drawing people -—
"I
but mainly faces because of
the detail and personality of
each face. I'm
I’m somewhat of
a perfectionist, and there is
you’re
're
a lot to look at when you
some
drawing someone. I sometim es see things
th in g s about
times
aren’t [physi[physi
people that aren't
cally] there and add them to
the picture. I draw what I
see, and sometimes people
don’t recognize the person.
don't
don’t
that's O.K. -— I don't
But that’s
anyway.”
draw for them anyway."
I asked Terrie what she
wants to do professionally (and if she plans
to pursue art as a career). She said she really
doesn’t know what she wants to do. How
Howdoesn't
ever, she does want to continue to improve
her drawing skill and hopefully incorporate
it into her job. Terrie is taking Intro.
Intro, to Art

and likes the course thus far, and she hopes
to open a tattoo parlor with Mr. Kellogg next
year. O.K., maybe she’s
she's not going to do that,
but I think it would be really fun if she did.
Think about the business one could have on
this mountain! [Note to self: start tattoo par
par-

lor at Covenant College to facilitate even
eventual world domination.]
So, if by chance you decide to get a tat
tattoo, make sure you find Terrie to draw it
for you. You only get one shot to get it
right, and those thing~
things don’t
don't come off!
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Serpent-handling:
Serpent-handling:
Is it legitimate?
Sarah Barker
Staff Writer

Over 30 people attended a lecture on
"Serpent-Handling
“S erpent-H andling and the Holiness
H oliness
Movement," given by Ralph Hood, pro
proMovement,”
fessor of Social Psychology at UTC, on
Covenant’s PsycholPsychol
Thursday, March 25. Covenant's
ogy and Sociology Departments sponspon
sored the lecture. Hood's
Hood’s lecture was acac
companied by a muted video display of
· several serpent-handling services.
Hood began by telling the audience that
he knew Covenant College students'
students’ pre
presuppositions already condemned serpent
handlers. Although he had reservations
about calling his lecture a defense of the
serpent handlers, he proposed to attempt
to offer an unbiased apologetic for them.
According to Hood, serpent-handling
(presently illegal in all states except West
Virginia) has its origin, in the early 20th
century in the Appalach,ian
Appalachian Mountains
M ountains
with George Henley. This preacher interinter
preted Mark 16:17-18 literally, as meanmean
ing that picking up snakes was a Godgiven command, a sign of and for believbeliev
ers. Although many scholars question the
authenticity of this passage, Hood argued
“fundamentalist Protestants”
Protestants"
that we as "fundamentalist
could not argue that Scripture is not auau
thoritative here.
Hood chose to examine the movement
from several perspectives. First he traced
its historical roots back to the Holiness,

Pentecostal and Fundamental/Evan
gelical movements in the US.
He pointed out that the
Holiness
H oliness movement
m ovem ent
goes back to early
Methodism in the_
the US,
which focused on the
outward manifestations of salvation and
sanctification. The Pentecostal movement
focuses on the emotion, assurance and the
possession of the Holy Spirit. FundamenFundamen
talism is characterized by taking the Bible
literally and seriously. These highlighted
aspects, he said, are all main characterischaracteris
tics of the snake handling movement.
Hood then gave an overview of the psypsy
chological explanations that have been ofof
fered for the movement. First he wanted
to discourage our possible desire to apply
a Freudian analysis to the snake handlers,
because, as he clearly pointed out, we
a_pply the same analysis to
would have to apply
other more accepted denominations and
to ourselves. Hood covered in some depth
the views of Weston Lebar, who has apap
parently researched the symbolic impliimpli
cations of the serpent through folk tales
and myths, and has proposed that the serser
pent is a sexual symbol for humans, a sign
of birth and life. Hood's
Hood’s analysis of the
traditional symbolism and psychological
significance of the serpent concluded difdif
ferently. Arguing from one example of an
African folk tale, and assuring us of other
instances, Hood sees serpents as symbols
and signs for life and death.
As a symbol of life and death, the serser
pent is the perfect psychological symbol
for religious people who want a vibrant
and meaningful way to express their faith.
Hood emphasized that serpent-handling is
not a test of faith, but rather an obedient

expression of faith, which witnesses to the that serpent handlers have a legitimate
reality of
o f the resurrection. Handling
H andling position which must be debated and re
resnakes such as rattlers and copperheads spected on the terms we both share. Of
brings the reality of the resurrection and course the serpent handlers have done
the believer’s
believer's faith in the resurrection "picking
“picking and choosing"
choosing” in their emphaempha
home. Serpent handlers have seen their sis, but so do all denominations, argued
friends and family members die. Every Hood. "The
“The serpent-handling tradition is
time members attend their church, it is part of the great patch-work
patch-w ork quilt of
with the knowledge that they might not American Protestantism,'Lsaid
Protestantism,”-said Hood. "It
“It
come back home alive. The church serser · may not be a patch you want to add to
vice becomes meaningful when members your square,"
square,” but we have to respect them.
know they must come ready and willing
Hood's
Hood’s defense of snake handling being
to meet their death at any momen't,
moment, for the biblical was, however, weakened when he
sake of obedience. This makes for a very claimed
claimed that it usurped the significance of
pressing consciousness of the reality of communion. Overall, it is difficult to offer
death and their faith in the resurrection.
resurrectioq. a reformed critique of the movement, bebe
Further, it causes "communion
“communion to pale in cause Hood's
psyHood’s discussion was primarily psy
significance"
apolo
significance” in sign/symbol value, said chological rather than doctrinal. His apoloHood.
getic appeal was to tolerance of serpent
Hood ended his talk by saying that when handlers. This blurred distinction in the prepre
han- sentation caused some difficulty in knowwe debate the issues with a serpent han
know
dler, we must be aware that we are debatdebat ing how to approach serpent h~ndlers
handlers in a
ing with a brother who shares many of our doctrinal realm. Serpent-handling is based
beliefs and is trying to live in obedience on Mark 16:17-18, which says that it will
to the Bible. He emphasized that any atat be one of the signs that follows believers.
tempt on our part to call the serpent han
han- It seems that this issue is one that c9mes
comes
dlers infantile and regressive in psychopsycho down to how you interpret the use of signs
logical terms will bounce off them and and "charismatic"
“charismatic” practices in the Bible for
stick to us. He claimed not to try to sway today. You might want to ask your Bible
the audience but to bring them·
them to realize professor how he interprets that verse.

Knowledge & WiTsdem

Board Members
and Advisors

What would be your worst concern about the future of Covenant College?
Rev. Gerald Partain: “That the seeds of liberalism might pollute the purity of the vision which the founders had.” When
pressed for specifics: “I think that the culture we live in is a powerful detraction from the Word of God. I don’t think we can
underestimate the power of the world to corrupt.”
Rev. Robert Fiol: “1 hope that the college would maintain the motto 'In all things Christ pre-eminent,’ that we would
continue to strive for balance between academic excellence and rightly dividing the word of truth. [I hope] that Covenant
would indeed become a place where students are prepared to enter the marketplace and communicate the Christian world and
life view and be an impact for Christ in our society.” When pressed, “I do have a concern ab o u t. . . the constant tension to be
able to be affordable to the population we’re called to serve (we’re the denomination’s school).”
Mr. Herb Crews: “[That it would] lose its philosophy for basic reformed theology and conservative approach to education
and the inroads o f liberalism that has so invaded the secular campuses of universities”
Mr. Tommy Bain: “There’s the tension between the cost of education and excellence. [Also] I think that as you look down
the future you could see a changing student culture, but I don’t fear that, if the centrality of Christ stays the same.”
Mrs. Paige Winck and Caroline Lonas: “I don’t really have a fear for the future as much as a concern for the present. I
think we’d like to see men and women’s equality in Christ be lived out more practically in campus life and community. We
want the women to feel as encouraged to find their identity in Christ as much as the men are.”
Mrs. Carol Arnold: “That the school would not promote creativity and diversity for fear of controversy that would breed
criticism. (I am talking gender and racial diversity, but not outside of biblical context. God is a God o f creativity and diversity
and we need to celebrate that.) The school [also] needs to promote creative thinking and not be afraid that controversial
subjects would lead to community criticism, and even be willing to be criticized.”

^ o w n in
th e ' V n l l e j
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Midnight Vespers with
Trappist Monks
The monks of St. Esau and St.
Jacob are conducting their annual
M idnight Vespers service at the
Midnight
Monastery of St. Isaac on top of SigSig
nal Mountain, April 11. Come and
projoin the fun! There will be long pro
cessions of cowled monks, incense,
a u th en tic Dominican
D om inican and
and authentic
Gregorian chanting. At 2:30 there
will be an opportunity for interested
parties to meet with eminent profesprofes
sors of Medieval Religion for a disdis
cussion of Augustine.
Please call ext. 2418 for more inin
formation.
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Handlingg Mormon
Mormonss New philosophy professor
Handlin
Tips from a Covenant alumnus
Next time Mormons in their Sunday best
knock at your door, will you be prepared
for the challenge? Will you quickly send

Kim Collins
Staff Writer
i

jgj

“antichrists” away, or will you speak
the "antichrists"
to them with evangelistic profundity? Will
you viciously attack and move in for the
surren
kill, or will you cower in helpless surrender and watch them move on to the next
house?
Last summer, three Mormons knocked
on the door at the home of Covenant
graduate Phil Ledgerwood (class of '96).
’96).
Phil let them in and invited them back for
five more visits over the next several
Morweeks. In his discussions with these Mor
inmons, Phil uncovered many Mormon in
consistencies. Also, through this experiexperi
ence, he developed an effective game plan
anyone could use to successfully defeat
arguments,
Mormon arguments.
Phil’s first advice is to read up on Van
Phil's
o f the Faith is Phil's
Phil’s guide
Til. A Defense of
of choice. Though not light reading, it is
highly worth it for anyone, in his opinion.
Phil said that students, himself included,
apTil's presuppositional ap
often learn Van Til’s
proach to apologetics inside and out but
don’t
don't put it into practice. His discussions
with the three Mormons helped him to see
firsthand the role basic presuppositions
play in religions such as Mormonism and
to learn how to deal with them.
Phil wants to encourage others to iniini
betially look beyond Mormon "weird
“weird be
liefs” and seek to discern Mormon prepre
liefs"
suppositions and philosophical inconsisinconsis
tencies. Phil believes one of the biggest
mistakes you can make is in being disdis
tracted from the presuppositions that lie
at the root of any "weird
“weird beliefs.”
atbeliefs." To at
tack peripheries may be easier or more
intriguing, but Phil believes it is simply
“cutting off heads of a hydra.”
hydra."
"cutting
“You need to start out by looking at their
"You
position and deconstructing it from the
inside,” Phil said. He believes that no one
inside,"
will be brought into the kingdom by the
their inin
merits of arguing. Showing them ~heir
them
consistencies is necessary to get them
acknowlthinking. Then, when they have acknowl
edged that their system doesn’t
doesn't work and
is inconsistent, they may be open to the
truth of the Gospel.
“are really
Mormons, according to Phil, "are
brainwashed in a lot of ways. They're
They’re prepre
objections.
pared for a certain list ooff objections.
They’ve read the books about how to evan
evanThey've
gelize Mormons. They
they probably know what
they think the evangelical community is
they 're kind of ready for a
going to say, so they’re
certain form of attack, but I don’t
don't think
il.....
..
Til.
many of them have read much Van T
T h e y ’re really
really not ready for a
They're
presuppositional analysis of their position."
position.”
Judging from those Phil talked to, Mor
Mormons are "pretty
“pretty relativistic in what they
believe. You can technically be a Buddhist
as long as you’re
you're really trying to do the
right thing. God will respect that. But that
is inconsistent with the idea that Mormon
Mormonism is the only true doctrine.”
doctrine."

"most productive times
Phil said that the “most
were
fun
Were when we looked at very basic funproblems." The
damental presuppositional problems.”
taking'
“biggest
"biggest obstacle was not so much taking'
the system apart itself but getting them to
sysrealize the impact of the fact that their sys
tem was falling apart. They are trained to
gloss over objections."
objections.”
In the end, neither side "converted,"
“converted,” but
theoPhil put into practice some of his theo
retical learning from Covenant and is
ready for his next Mormon visit.
“I learned a lot about Mormonism and
"I
presented them with the serious problem
with their system's
system’s inconsistencies in and
of itself and the fact that the Word of God
they're saying another.
says one thing and they’re
Hopefully the Holy Spirit working through
the Word of God will stick in their hearts
and maybe a year from now somebody
similar
else will come along and say sim
ilar
things, developing them further.
“I
"I highly encourage anybody to read
Til. Really getting at the philophilo
their Van Ti!.
sophical roots of the problem, by getting
at basic underlying structural problems,
the rest falls apart. To actually attack the
they're presentroots of the belief system they’re
present
ingg to you -— they can't
can’t get around that.
in_
It’s their belief system -— they have to deal
It's
with it.
be“The weirdness of what Mormons be
"The
lieve may detract from their fundamental
problems. We must step back and ask what
are the more basic issues leading to this
problem
problem -— eschatology, sovereignty,
sin."
original sin.”
Phil said to be careful not to leave ScripScrip
ture out. "If
“If someone doesn’t
doesn't believe in
behammers, the best way to get them to be
lieve is to hit them with one.
one. Just because
they might have problems with the way
you interpret Scripture doesn't
doesn’t mean it
isn’t God's
God’s Word. It's
It’s the only thing that's
that’s
isn't
going to convert. You are never going to
argue anyone into the kingdom of God.
condition. To
Scripture will affirm their condition.
argue from Scripture isn't
isn’t just to argue
it’s to present
propositions and sentences; it's
them with the same Word that created the
universe. It's
It’s only that Word which will
actually effect change in their lives.
lives. All
the philosophical deconstruction of their
~ecessary to show them the
position is necessary
bankruptcy of their position,
position, but the only
way to make a Christian is to use ScripScrip
ture.”
ture."
The Mormons enjoyed talking to Phil,
because he was thinking critically. Often
they found they had never thought deeply
“They just had a lot
lot
about their positions. "They
se
of respect for the fact that I took them seriously. I didn’t
bedidn't entertain their system be
some. cause I wanted to see if there was some
thing to it; I knew that there was nothing
to it. Our discussion would have been over
in
if I had told them that in beginning; instead I took them seriously as people who
knew the truth deep down and were just
holding it under.”
under."
If you want to be ready the next time
Mormons come to your door, Phil’s
ad
Phil's advice for you is: 1) "Learn
“Learn your Van Til.”
Ti!."
2) “Interact
non-Christians. Find out
"Interact with non-Christians.
what they believe and what their philosophiloso
is.” 3) “Don’t
"Don't be afraid to evangelize;
phy is."
on’t be afraid of
Don't
Christianity is reality. D
offending people with the gospel.”
gospel."

describes self, shares goals

A Bagpipe interview with Dr. Bill Davis
been chosen to fill
Dr. Bill Davis has been
phithe newly opened second spot in the phi
losophy department. An alumnus of CovCov
Mount
enant, Davis currently teaches at Mount
Union College. He will join the Covenant
faculty in the fall. The following interview
was conducted via e-mail_
e-mail by The Bagpipe.
CovBP: Why do you want to teach at Cov
enant?
O:
<ll: While in graduate school at Notre
Dame, I wanted to return to Covenant bebe
envicause I desired to be in a Reformed envi
Covronment and I wanted to impart to Cov
confi
enant students the philosophical confiAl
at I had received from A1
that
dence th
prePlantinga. Now, I want to be used to pre
vtry confused
pare students to engage the v.ery
world.
. . . I'm
I’m hoping that at Covenant I
world ....
will be able (a)
prepar~ others to do what
(a) to prepare
I’m
(multi
I'm doing here [at Mount Union] (multienplying my effectiveness, I hope), (b) en
courage believing students to confront the
world with boldness and winsomeness,
and (c) to have the support necessary to
philorepresent Christ in the academic philo
sophical community.

terest: in philosophy? In general
general??
3>:
I’ve said about
<ll: In addition to what I've
my philosophical interests, I have been
philoactively interested and involved in philo
sophical theology since seminary. Right
now I’m
I'm writing a chapter on Proofs for
inGod’s
God's Existence for a book aimed at in
philosotelligent lay-people (not academic philoso
phers). I think apologetics is something
that every believer must know more about,
and I hope to contribute to what I know to
be already a vibrant and sophisticated disdis
precussion about it at Covenant. As my pre
sentation
sentatior:i should have made clear, I think
the
th
at C
h ristian s m
ust wade into the
must
Christians
that
postmodernist pool to fulfill the command
about being ready to give an answer.
Outside adademics
academics I enjoy cooking,
(I’m now hooked on the Indians,
baseball (I'm
but that is largely because I listen to sportstalk radio for mind candy), music (I play
the piano) and playing with my children.
Those are cliche interests, I realize, but
boring.
sometimes the truth is boring.
BP: What areas/issues do you want or
plan to learn more about in -the
the next few
years?

B
P : What
W h a t ddo
o yyou
o u tthink
h i n k yyou
ou w
ill bbe
e aable
b le
will
BP:

to contribute to the school, both in the
philosophy department, and as a whole?
4>: I want to teach philosophy, but I'm
I’m
<ll:
ma
not really particular beyond that. The material that I have most enjoyed teaching
here at Mount Union (Intro, Metaphysics
and Bioethics) can be, and likely are,
taught more capably already at Covenant.
Courses focusing on either very recent
philosophical concerns (Postmodernism,
Metaphysics (Artificial Intelligence, Time,
Freedom), Medical Ethics, Philosophy of
peri
Science and Epistemology) or juicy periods in the history of philosophy (Ancient,
9th century) would be the
Medieval, I19th
al
courses I would hope to teach as time allowed.
BP: How would you characterize your
yourself as a philosopher?
$<ll:: I am a Common Sense Realist (for
the most part).
part). My principal area of ex
expertise is Thomas Reid and 18th century
philosophy.
Scottish philosophy.

BP: What are your goals for the next
year as you begin to teach at Covenant?
• <I>:
minimal :
<ll: My goals for next year are minimal:
to get my family to the _mountain and into
irito
ex
a house and to figure out the unwritten expectations of Covenant students quickly
enough to be an effective teacher before
the end of the first semester. Mount Union
students are not nearly as capable aca
academically as Covenant students, and I take
seriously the task of figuring out where to
“aim” with my classes. My plan right now
"aim"
is to expect from Covenant students what
I expected from Notre Dame and Calvin
students.
BP: What are your primary areas of in
in-

O: I have LOTS to learn about Conti
Conti<ll:
nental critiques of modernity, as well as
the details of the various anti-foundational
critiques trolling the halls of literary
theory. I enjoy reading this material (even
anyif I often find it hard to believe that any
seriously), and
one takes their arguments seriously),
I know from my work here [at Mount
U
nion] that it is in
fluential both in
influential
Union]
academia and in the world as a whole. I
hope to drag students with me through it,
and I'm
I’m especially excited about having
godly and reflective colleagues like Dr.
Dr. Foreman
Wildeman, Dr. Hesselink and Dr.
to help me figure out what they’re
they 're saying .
and what to think about it.
BP: Is there anything else you’d
you'd like
Covenant students to know about you?
4>:
I’d like Covenant students to know
<ll: I'd
that I am aware that there are lots of things
ha\'.e an opinion but
about which I should have
do not (or for which my opinions are so
rusty that it is best for me to keep my mouth
shut and learn). I've
I’ve been on the outside of
the inside of the Reformed Presbyterian
Jong time now, and while
discussions for a long
I can explain and defend the Confession
with zeal (all of it, honest), the more spe
speme. For example,
cific matters are news to me.
I don't
don’t know what I think about the regularegula
tive principle. I know I should have an opin
opinion, but it hasn’t
been
a
crucial
to
matter
hasn~t
anyone I work with, or even at the PCA
church I attend. Also (and this is a matter
o f em
barrassm ent) I wimped
w im ped out on
embarrassment)
of
Dooyeweerd in seminary, and my only
memory of his thought is that it was very
hard to follow and that the Dooyeweerdians
I knew were very difficult to talk to. This
lacuna in my understanding needs to be
remedied, and I'm
I’m hoping for some papa
tience from the students who might find my
ignorance scandalous.
scandalous.
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Endowment
continued from page 1
Endowment is vitally linked to finanfinan
cial aid. A well-endowed college is able
to provide for l100
00 percent ·ooff the financial
need of its students.
"When
“When a student is going into a college,
you would like to be able to offer him the
same financial aid package for at least four
years, and endowment enables you to do
that,"
that,” Brock explained.
Two people have been hired for the
larger Capital Campaign that includes raisrais
ing the matching-grant of $10 million.
Lucas Mininger and Troy Duble will
"increase
“increase the overall capacity to contact
people and raise money."
money.”
The college also has a private financial
consultant.

Financial aid
continued fro
from
m page 3
with the increase. But students will have
to still cover the difference in tuition costs
unless they are part of church partnership
or the Maclellan
M aclellan Scholars Program,"
Program ,”
agreed Bob Harbert, Vice President of
Administration and Finance.
But that is not the way everyone sees it.
A policy decision was made this year to
take close to $33,000 from the PresidenPresiden
tial Scholars Program, according to StuStu
dent Senate President Matt
M att Lindley, a
member of
o f President's
President’s council and the
Student Financial Planning Committee.

This means that the 1996 freshman class Church Partnership Program members or
will collectively lose about $33,000 in Maclellan scholars.
Presidential Scholarship -— essentially a
The result is that a low-income PresiPresi
33 percent decrease in scholarship award dential scholar could potentially lose as
to those returning students.
much as $5000 in grant money that would
Several impacts·
year's
impacts on students, however, have been available prior to this year’s
will result in the face of the financial aid decisions, according to Lindley. This will
also have inevitable effects on applicants
changes.
"Covenant
“Covenant College consists of a large who are strong students but are unable to
amount of high-need and very low-need afford Covenant based on family income.
"If students don’t
don't even have a chance
students,"
students,” explained Harbert. "When
“When you
“If
have a tuition increase, those that could to get
g~t adequate financial aid, which is ba
bajust
ju
st barely pay the bill (those in the sically what the decision and changes will
freshmiddle) will be affected the most. Because result in next year, it impacts the fresh
we have a low number of low-need stu
stu- men most significantly,"
significantly,” said Lindley, "but
“but
finandents, the impact on whether they return the correlation has been that when finan
enrollment drops and when
is comparatively small. Yet, it will have a cial aid drops, enrollment
greater impact, in general, on most stu
stu- financial aid goes up, enrollment goes .up.
up.
dents because they will have to take on The question is: would you come here if
greater loans."
loans.”
you were only getting $3,000.
$3,000.1I guess we
"If
“If Covenant continues to increase tutu will see.
"But
ition without increasing financial aid as
“But regardless of whether enrollment
well, Covenant will become either a school projections are met if the trend continues,
that only the affluent can afford or one in high merit, low family income students
which students will end up having to take will be excluded from attending Covenant.
That's the bottom line, and it's
out significant amounts in loans,"
it’s really too
loans,” agreed That’s
Lindley.
bad that your parents'
parents’ occupation may sigsig
The biggest impact for next year will nificantly dictate whether you may attend
meribe on the incoming freshmen that are not ·covenant
Covenant almost regardless of how meri
are."
MaclelJ.an
Maclell-an scholars or a part of the Church torious you are.”
Partnership Program. Traditional financial
President Brock -still
still offers financial
aid policy has dictated that all church part
part- assurance to incoming students. "We
“We will
nership members, Maclellan scholars, and do everything we can to treat the incomincom
other significant scholarship recipients ing freshmen the same. Essentially, we are
Indireceive a package that meets 100 percent ,„really not cutting back financial aid. Indi
of their needs. The newest decision has vidual packages may go up and down with
Fundamenmade 100 percent provision available only the circumstances changing. Fundamen
for the incoming
incom ing freshmen
freshm en who are tally, however, financial aid is not going
down."
down.”

HELP WANTED
Paralegal Assistant opportunities
avalible for committed Christian who
work- ·
desires to apply their faith in the work
place. College Degree preferred. Pay is
based on performance and experience.
No experience is required. Send resume
at-Law
and cover letter to: Attorneys at
Law
Smith, Attention: Gary W. Smith, P.O.
Box 450909,Atlanta,
450909, Atlanta, GA 31145-0909.

Work Study position available
fo r 19 9 7 -9 8 in

AV Services

Skills w ith audiovisuals,
sound s y ste m s req u ire d .
Anyone interested, please
c o n ta c t M rs. R e b e c c a
Dodson at ext. 1406 or email:
dodsonr@covenant.edu

WHAT ARE You DoING AFTER GRADUATION?
A
A
th! fl
.

wlw '

'Thbse who
"Those

1

graduate
from the
ad~at~frorn
university
·v~$ity leave

prepared to weigh,
weigh

and address the
toughest issues in the public
public policy
the. same concern and
arena with tlie
respect for political freedom and
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